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ABSTRACT

The SICPAC Assembler is developed for use on the 
SICPAC minicomputer. It is a two-pass assembler. During 
pass one all the user defined symbols are assigned memory 
locations and entered into the symbol table. Pass two 
converts each instruction to its machine code equivalent 
and enters this machine code into SICPAC memory. The source 
program, to be assembled, is entered through the CRT twice. 
An assembly language was developed. The assembler accepts 
a source program written in this language. A complete 
description bn how to use the SICPAC assembler and a 
detailed explanation, with the help of flowcharts, of the 
assember is documented. Example programs and a complete 
listing of the assembler program is included.

ix



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The great importance of a computer in today's 
society cannot be denied. Technology has been forced to 
advance at rapid rates to cope with the ever-increasing 
problems that face our society today. The minicomputer is 
playing a major role in this advancement. At the risk of 
deviating from the main topic of discussion, it may be 
mentioned that the minicomputer is playing an important role 
in the advancement of underdeveloped countries like Pakistan. 
The general capability of a minicomputer together with its 
low cost of purchase and its small physical size as compared 
to that of a big computer has made it a very important tool 
in solving a wide variety of problems. An interesting 
example of the application of minicomputers in Pakistan is 
in the educational field. Purchase of a big computer by a 
university is out of the question as the total cost in
curred may in some cases equal the total annual budget of 
the university. In such cases the minicomputer is of great 
help to research scientists and students with their problems.

There is an increasing need for scientists and 
engineers, all over the world, to know how to efficiently 
utilize the minicomputer in relation to their particular

1



fields of concern. It is with aims like these that Pro
fessors J. J. Hill and G. R. Peterson wrote their text (Hill 
and Peterson, 1973). In this text SIC, a minicomputer, is 
described. On the basis of SIC, a small Instructional 
Control Patchable Computer, SICPAC, was designed and built 
over a period of one and one-half years, in the Electrical 
Engineering Laboratory. As the name suggests, SICPAC was 
designed for instructional use in a laboratory environment. 
The control is completely reorganizable by students in the 
laboratory. The user may either use the SICPAC instruction 
set, as given in Chapter 2, or develop his own set of 
instructions. This capability makes SICPAC a very versatile 
machine.

This thesis undertakes to describe an assembler 
that has been developed for SICPAC.

It is well known that writing programs in machine 
language, strings of binary 1's and O's, is extremely 
tedious. First, binary strings are cumbersome, inconvenient, 
and downright unnatural to humans. Second, the programmer 
must assign binary addresses to all data and instructions 
and, even worse, keep track of all these addresses. To rid 
the programmer of all these unnecessary conversions and 
calculations an assembler is needed. An assembler is unique 
to the machine it is written for. The assembler developed 
for SICPAC is a two-pass assembler. During the first pass 
all the user defined symbols of the user program are



3
assigned addresses. During the second pass the program 
instruction is converted into its machine code and placed 
in SICPAC memory. Before the SICPAC assembler is discussed 
a brief explanation of the SICPAC machine will be presented.

SICPAC is typical of several existing minicomputers. 
Left out of this machine are many of the sophistications 
found in computers intended for high-speed, maximum through
put batch-processing applications. All of the essential 
features which serve to identify a digital system as a 
general-purpose computer are included.

1 TSICPAC has 2 = 8192 memory locations whose
13addresses are numbered from 0 to 2 - 1. These addresses

will be referred to as binary numbers or octal numbers. In 
octal, the range of addresses is from 0 to 17777. Each item 
stored in memory, whether data or instruction, has the form 
of an 18-bit binary number.

. The SICPAC bus layout is organized around three data 
busses: the ABUS, the BBUS, and the OBUS, as shown in Fig.
1.1. The 18-bit ABUS and BBUS are connected to the 18-bit 
OBUS inputs through combinational logic networks. The ABUS', 
BBUS, OBUS combination is intended to provide the data paths 
for almost all transfers which can take place within SICPAC. 
The output of any logic unit may be connected through the 
OBUS to any register. The IBUS differs from the other three 
busses in that it has only 9 bits. It is utilized to pro
vide switching of inputs from peripheral equipment into
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10, which will be connected directly to the peripheral 
equipment.

The program counter is labeled PC, the accumulator 
is labeled AC, the instruction register is labeled IR, and 
the index registers are labeled IA and IB, respectively.
The memory address register, MA, and the memory data 
register MD.AC, IR, and MD, are 18-bit vectors while the 
remaining four registers contain 13 bits. All of the solid 
state operating registers in SICPAC are identical 18-bit 
registers. In some cases, 13 or fewer of these 18 bits 
may be actually used. Not shown are configurations of 
combinational logic. An adder is an example of a logic 
unit.

1.1 Program Counter
The program counter is a register which stores the 

address of the next instruction to be executed by the 
computer. At some time during the execution of most in
structions the number in the program counter is increased by 
one. Thus instructions are executed in the order of their 
locations in memory. The only exceptions occur in the 
event of machine language branch instructions analogous of 
the IF and GO TO statements. The program counter is a 13- 
bit register, in order that an instruction may be obtained

13from any of the 2 memory locations.



1.2 Accumulator 
The accumulator is utilized as temporary storage for 

the results of a computation. In some cases it may store
one of the arguments as well. For example, addition is 
accomplished by adding a word from the random access memory 
to the contents of the accumulator and leaving the result 
in the accumulator. A 19th bit called the link is placed 
at left of the accumulator to facilitate various arithmetic 
operations.

1.3 Instruction Register 
In order for an instruction to be executed it must 

be read from memory and placed in the instruction register. 
In this position the binary bits of the instruction are 
decoded to generate control signals, which are active 
throughout the period of execution. The instruction to be 
placed in the instruction register is determined by the 
contents of the program counter. The instruction register 
must store 18 bits.

1.4 Index Registers 
Two index registers are included in the machine.

We shall label these Index Register A and Index Register B. 
The contents of these registers may be added to the address 
portion of an instruction to permit repetition of that 
instruction on an array of data words. Special instructions 
are provided for incrementing the index registers following



each pass through some sequence of instructions. In .effect 
this permits convenient execution of DO loops in FORTRAN. 
Index registers are 13-bit registers.



CHAPTER 2

SICPAC ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

2.1 SIC Machine Language 
To use the SICPAC assembler, an assembly language 

has to be developed. Before the SICPAC assembly language 
is discussed an understanding of the SIC machine language 
is needed. The following sections explain the layout of a 
SICPAC instruction word, the different types of machine 
instructions, and how the assembly language was developed 
from the machine language.

2.2 Layout
The bits of an 18-bit SICPAC instruction word may be 

interpreted as follows:

OP code

0 1 2 3 4 6 6-17

memory reference code

0: indicates user wired instruction
1: indicates fixed instruction

If bit 0 has value 0, SICPAC will expect the remaining 17 
bits to be interpreted by a user wired supplement to the 
control unit. These bits may then be used in any manner the



user wishes. If bit 0 is a 1, the first 6 bits of two octal 
digits will be referred to as the OP code. In the case of a 
memory reference instruction bits 6-17 will specify the 
address of an operand. In the case of operate or input- 
output instructions these bits will be used to further 
specify the operation.

2.3 Memory Reference Instructions 
If the two octal digit Op code falls in the range 

40 to 73, the instruction is a memory reference instruction. 
A description of each of the seven memory reference instruc
tions is given in Table 2.1. As can be seen, bits 5 and 6 
are used to specify indexing and indirect addressing. Also 
given in Table 2.1 is the number of SICPAC clock cycles 
required to accomplish each operation. The address of an 
operand is formed on all but the JMP and JMS instructions by 
catenating m as the most significant bit with the 12 address 
bits of the instruction. If the command is JMP or JMS, only 
the 12 address bits of the. instruction are placed in the 
program counter. The most significant bit of the program 
counter is not changed unless indirect addressing is 
specified. All the machine instructions given in Table 2.1 
will be part of the assembly language, to be discussed 
later in this chapter.



Table 2.1. Memory Reference Instructions
10

Mnemonic Op Code Description Clock Cycles
ISZ 4 0+X MEM(MA = MEM(MA) + 1 10/11

If MEM(MA) = 0, then 
PC = PC + 1

LAC 4 4+X AC = MEM (MA) 9
AND . 5 0+X AC = AC AND MEM(MA) 9
TAD 5 4+X AC = AC + MEM(MA) , 1 sampled 9
JM'S 6 0+X MEM (MA) = PC; PC = MEM (MA) + 1 8
DAC 6 4+X MEM (MA) = AC 7
JMP 7 0+X PC = MEM (MA) 7

X=0, no indirect addressing or indexing
X=1, indirect addressing only
X=2, indexing through IA index register only
X=3, indexing through IB index register only.
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2.4 Operate Instructions 

There are two types of operate instructions. An Op 
code of 74 indicates a type 0 operate instruction. Skip 
instructions, rotate instructions, and operations on the 
link and the memory extend flip-flop, M, are of this type.
An Op code of 75 indicates a type 1 operate instruction. 
Register transfers which do not require a memory reference 
are of this type.

As is evident from Tables 2.2 and 2.3, the assembly 
of the two operate instructions has to be different. Apart 
from the skip instructions, machine mnemonics for the type 
0 operate instructions have been developed. The assembly 
of these instructions is therefore relatively simple as 
compared to the assembly of the type 1 operate instructions. 
A list of skip conditions which will be' interpreted by the 
assembler may be found in Section 2.7.

The assembly for the type 1 operate instruction is 
somewhat unique because it is not practical to develop 
machine mnemonics- for all the possible combinations of 
register transfers. Therefore a special form of transfer 
instructions has been developed in SICPAC assembly language,

2.5 Type 0 Operate Instructions (74)
The type 0 operate instructions are tabulated in 

Table 2.2. A skip on any combination of AC values and/or 
zero link can be specified by adding the indicated XY
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Table 2.2, Type "O" Operate Instructions

Mnemonic Op Code Description Clock Cycles

NOP 740000 No operation 5
HLT 741000 Halt 6

. HLD 741001 Halt CPU and transfer control 
to Hardware Loader-Dump

R9A 943020 AC = AC [ 8 : 0 J , AC [17:9] 7
R9L 743022 1,AC = AC [8:0], AC[17: 9.]', 1 7
R9R 743021 1, AC - AC [9] , 1, AC 18:0] , 

AC [17:10] 7
RAL 743010 1,AC = AC,1 7
RTL 7 43 012 1,AC = AC [16 : 0] , 1, ACJ17J 7
RAR 743004 1,AC = AGIO],1,AC[17:1] 7
RTR 743005 1, AC = AC [1:0] ,1, AC £17 : 2] 7
GLL 744000 1 = 0 6
STL 745000 1 = 1 6
CLM 746000 M - 0 6
STM 747000 M 1 6
SKP 7 42XYOa Skip if condition satisfied 5/6

conditions XY = 40 Zero link 
=20 AC < 0 
=10 AC = 0 
=04 AC > 0

'

aA list of skip conditions which will be inter
preted by the assembler may be found in Section 2.7.



Table 2.3. Type "1" Operate Instructions

OPCODE 750000 Clock Cycles = 6
SRC 1000 IB DST = 02 IB

2000 IA ' 04 IA
4000 10 10 10
0400 AC 01 AC
0000 ZR 00 NO

Where ZR zero and NO none

Sources and destinations can be inclusive OR’ED ClOR)
FUNCT 000 ZRO Zero

020 NOT Not SRC
040 INC Inc SRC
060 AND AC • AND • SRC
100 ADD AC + SRC
120 XOR AC * XOR * SRC
140 DIR SRC
160 XSW SW • XOR • SRC
200 PLG Plug in Function, can be lOR’D 

with other FUNCT
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conditions. For the rotate operations one XY code for the 
second event time may be added to one XY code for the first 
event time.

2.6 Type 1 Operate Instructions (.75)
Each type 1 operate instruction has one user 

specified argument register which is operated on by one of 
five user specified operations and then placed in one of 
four user specified destination registers. A complete 
listing of this type of instruction is given in Table 2.3.

To make the task of writing an assembler easy a
special form of the transfer function was developed. The 
assembly of this form, which is given in Section 2.7, is 
straightforward.

2.7 Input-Output Transfer 
Instructions (77)

Instructions with Op code 11_ are IOT (input-output- 
transfer instructions). The function of each IOT instruc
tion is listed in Table 2.5 (p. 16). For convenience we
let a be a device number as specified by bits 9-11 of the
instruction. All input peripherals are designed to signal 
data ready as soon as a new data character can be made 
available. Similarly an output-peripheral will respond 
with a ready for data as sood as it accepts a character 
from DDORa. Peripheral device numbers for the presently 
existing devices are given in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4. SICPAC I/O Devices

Device Number  ̂ Device

0 CRT
1 
2

3
4
5
6 
7

Flexowriter 
Line Printer 
Paper Tape Reader 
Paper Tape Punch



Table 2.5, SICPAC I/O Instructions
16

PRINTER

PTR

PTP

CRT

(110 CPS) 770620 TTS,6 20 SKIP IF RDY FOR CHAR
773604 ODA,6 04 PRINTER = AC

(.2 50 CPS) 770540 TTS,5 40 SKIP IF DATA RDY
771507 IDA,5 07 AC = PTR, READ FWD
771506 IDA,6 06 AC = PTR, READ REV

(60 CPS) 770720 TTS,7 20 SKIP OF RDY FOR DATA
773704 ODA,7 04 PUNCH = AC

(1200 CPS) 770029 TTS,0 20 SKIP IF RDY FOR DATA
770040 TTS,0 40 SKIP IF DATA RDY
773004 ODA,0 04 CRT = AC
771002 IDA,0 06 AC = CRT
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2.8 SICPAC Assembly Language

The SICPAC assembly language is the language 
that is accepted by the SICPAC assembler. There is a 
one-to-one correspondence between the assembly language 
and most of the SIC machine language. However, some 
constraints are necessary in order to simplify the task 
of writing the assembler. These simplifications are now 
discussed.

The memory reference instructions lend themselves 
very easily to assembly, therefore the SICPAC assembly 
language memory reference instructions are the same as 
listed in Table 2.1.

A few alterations have been made in the operate 
instructions. First the Type 0 operate instructions:. as 
is evident from Table 2.2, there can be various combinations 
of the skip instructions. The assembly language skip in
structions that are interpreted by the assembler are given 
in Table 2.6. However, if at a later date machine mnemonics 
are developed for the remaining skip conditions, there will
be no problem in adding them to the SICPAC assembly
language. All that is needed is the machine mnemonic with 
its op code to be entered in the assembler symbol table.
All the other assembly language type 0 operate instructions
are the same as listed in Table 2.2.

The type 1 operate instruction will be represented 
in assembly language by the following format:
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Table 2.6. Assembly Language Skip Instructions that are 

Interpreted by the Assembler

Mnemonic Op Code Description Clock Cycles
SKP 742140 Skip on positive AC 5/6
SKZ 742100 Skip on zero AC. 5/6
SKG 742040 Skip on AC 0 5/6
SKL 742200 Skip on AC 0 5/6
SZL 742400 Skip on 1 = 0 5/6

TEN,DST FUN,SRC
where

DST stands for the Destination Register
FUN stands for the function that is to be performed
SRC stands for the Source Register

As an example, if the contents of AC are to be transferred
directly to the IA Register, the assembly language transfer 
instruction will be of the following form:

TEN,IA DIR,AC

The only exception is the transfer instruction in 
which zero is to be transferred to AC. Because of the great 
frequency at which this instruction is used, instead of 
following the above format, it was considered convenient to 
develop a machine mnemonic for this instruction that would 
be accepted by the assembler. Therefore in assembly
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language,this instruction is represented by the machine 
mnemonic GLA (clear accumulator) and the Op code 750001.
The SICPAC assembly language I/O instructions are the same 
as the SICPAC machine language instructions.

The assembler is not designed to accept the 
interrupt handling instruction with mnemonic, INT, although 
this capability may be added at a later date. Also, it 
does not accept the following I/O transfer instructions:

SBF Deactivate buffer 
ABF Activate buffer
OCD Output command, W^/IR, is sent to device a.

None of the operations are presently included in the SICPAC 
hardware.



CHAPTER 3

SICPAC ASSEMBLER

The SICPAC assembler is a two pass assembler de
signed for the 8K SICPAC minicomputer. The source program 
written in SICPAC assembly language is translated into 
machine code by the assembler in two passes. The program 
is entered through the CRT.

A very simplified flow chart of the SICPAC assembler 
is given in Fig 3.1. During the first pass, the assembler 
first checks to see if the source program specifies a 
starting address. If so, the ILR (Instruction Location 
Register) is loaded with the given address. If the starting 
address is not specified in the source program, the ILR is 
set to address 4000. Next all the user defined symbols' are 
assigned addresses and placed in the assembler's symbol 
table. The assembler terminates pass 1 when the special 
instruction END is encountered. During the second pass the 
different types of assembly language instructions (memory 
reference, operate and I/O instructions) are first separated, 
then the machine code for these instructions is generated 
and the source program is placed in the SICPAC memory. As 
in pass 1, the special instruction END terminates pass 2.

20
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A more detailed flow chart and its explanation will 

be given in the next chapter. This chapter will con
centrate on how to use the SICPAC assembler.

3.1 Character Set
The following characters are acceptable in the 

SICPAC assembler: the alphabetic characters A through Z;
the numeric characters 0 through 9; and special characters: 
(1) printing characters: + plus, - minus, , comma, = equal,
* asterisk, ; semicolon, $ dollar sign, . period, and
/ slash; and (2) nonprinting characters: space, tab, and
return.

3. 2 Input
Input is through the CRT and follows the fixed 

format of Fig. 3.2.

1-6 location field
7 single space
8-10 op code field
11 single space
12, 13 indirect addressing and

indexing field
14 single space
15-20 address field

Fig. 3.2 Input Format
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.AAA LAC IA BBB 

The above is an example of a statement in a source 
program. It starts with a three character user defined 
symbol, in the location field, followed by a space. Next 
there is an assembly language instruction in the Op code 
field followed by a space; indexing by IA; another space; 
and finally a user defined symbol in the address field.

Each statement is written on a single line and is 
terminated by striking the RETURN key. A statement must 
contain at least one of these elements and may contain all 
four types.

3.3 Location Field 
The location field contains the symbolic name 

created by the programmer to identify the location of the 
statement in the program. The user defined symbol may con
tain up to six characters. If present,the symbol is 
written such that when it terminates there is just one space 
separating it from the Op code; e.g.,

AAA LAC 1 W

“ aaa lac > llle9al

The Op.code field must contain just one mnemonic machine
instruction (see Chapter 2). Instructions are terminated 
with just one space.
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3.4 Indirect Addressing and Indexing Field 

The indirect addressing and indexing field may or 
may not contain indirect addressing or indexing (I, IA, IB). 
If IA or IB are present we terminate with one space. If I 
is present we terminate with two spaces.

3.5 Address Field 
The address field may or may not contain a user 

defined symbol. If present, it cannot be an expression or 
an argument. It is terminated by a carriage return.

3.. 6 Symbols
A symbol is a string of letters and digits. There 

are two types of symbols accepted by the assembler.

3.6.1 Permanent Symbols
The following is an example of some of the permanent

symbols:
' CLA 
HLT 
LAC 
DAC 
ISZ 
TAD 
AND 
SKZ

The assembler has in its permanent symbol table 
definitions of the symbols for all SICPAC memory reference, 
operate, and IOT instructions (Chapter 2), which may be used 
without prior definition by the user.



3.6.2 User Defined Symbols
AI is a user defined symbol. When used as a 

symbolic address label, its value is the address of the 
instruction it precedes. This value is assigned by the 
assembler only. Remember, symbols consist of from one to 
six characters.

3.7 Symbol Table 
The symbol table is divided into two portions. The 

first half contains the Op codes of the machine instructions. 
As the source program is processed, user defined symbols 
are added to the second half of the symbol table. The 
capacity of the SICPAC assembler symbol table is 
symbols.

3.8 Internal Symbol Representation for 
SICPAC Assembler

Each permanent and user defined symbol occupies
four words in the symbol table storage area as shown below.

Word 1 Cl C2
Word 2 C3 C4 .
Word 3 C5 C6
Word 4 octal code on address

where Cl, C2, ..., C6 represent the first, second, ...,
sixth character, respectively. (Symbols consist of from 
one to six characters.) For a permanent symbol, word 4 
contains the octal code of the symbol; for a user defined
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symbol, word 4 contains the address of the symbol as 
assigned to it by the assembler. For example TAD is repre
sented as follows:

Word 1 T A
Word 2 D -
Word 3 - -
Word 4 540 000

where T, A, and D are in ASCII. Also if user defined symbol 
AA is assigned memory location 10000 by the assembler then 
it may be represented as follows:

Word 1 A A
Word 2 - -
Word 3 —  -
Word 4 010 000

where A, A are in ASCII.
The SICPAC assembler distinguishes, between memory 

reference instructions, other instructions, and user defined 
symbols by their relative position in the symbol table.

3.9 Address Assignments 
The SICPAC assembler sets the starting address of 

the source program to absolute location (address) 4000, 
unless the starting address is otherwise specified by the 
programmer. As statements are processed, the SICPAC 
assembler assigns consecutive memory address to the instruc
tions and data words of the program. To specify your own 
starting address, type an asterisk (*) followed by the octal



absolute address value, and the instruction location counter 
will set itself to the given address; e.g., *10600 will set 
location counter to 10600.

3.10 Symbolic Addresses 
A symbol used as a user defined symbol, to specify a 

symbolic address, must appear as the first term in a state
ment and must be immediately followed by a space. When used 
in this way, a symbol is assigned a value equal to the 
current location counter and is said to be defined.

A defined symbol can be used in the address field or 
the location field. As explained above, the user sets the 
location counter by typing an asterisk followed by the octal 
absolute address value in which the next program word is to 
be stored. If not used the SICPAC assembler begins 
assigning addresses at location 4000.

*106000
AAA CLA 

JMP
, BBB DAC CCC 
GCC

The symbol AAA is assigned a value of 10600, the 
symbol BBB a value of 10602, and symbol CCC a value of 10603.

The SICPAC assembler will define all symbols and 
enter them into the symbol table during Pass 1.

3.11 Indirect Addressing and Indexing 
The SICPAC assembler caters for both indirect 

addressing and indexing. When the character I appears in
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a statement in the indirect addressing and indexing field, 
the user defined symbol in the address field is interpreted 
as the address (or location) containing the address of the 
operand to be used in the current statement. If the charac
ters IA or IB appear, the contents of IA or IB are added to 
the user defined symbol in the address field, and this new 
address is interpreted as the address to be used in the 
current statement. Please note that I should be followed by 
two spaces and IA and IB should be followed by one space 
before the user defined symbol can be entered in the 
address field. Example:

LAC I AAA
LAC IA AAA 

■ LAC IB AAA

3.12 Transfer Functions
For a transfer function SICPAC assembler recognizes 

only the following format:

TEN,DESTINATION(space)FUNCTION,SOURCE

Therefore, if one wants to transfer the contents of 
the accumulator to index register IA he uses the following 
assembly language statement:

TEN,AC DIR,IA

The SICPAC assembler recognizes all the memory 
reference, operate, and IOT functions as given in Chapter 2.



3.13 Input and Output Functions 
The SICPAC assembler only accepts the input and 

output instructions that are given in Table 2.5. It recog
nizes the following format:

TTS,6-20

the IOT instruction followed by a comma, the device number 
and then a blank, followed by the command that is sent to 
the device.

3.14 End of Program 
The special instruction END indicates the end of 

program. When the assembler encounters the instruction END, 
it terminates the current pass.

3.15 Program Preparation and 
Assembler Output

The SICPAC assembler is provided to SICPAC users as
a binary tape which is loaded into SICPAC memory in the
loader dump mode as follows. Place the tape in reader for
motion from right to left. Wide part of tape should be
toward operator, printed side of tape up. Start tape in
leader; i.e., portion with no punches. Type E17655, tape
should start reading. Program halts at 17655 if there is
no parity error, at 17732 if error.

The user program is entered through the CRT. The
following is a description of steps in using the SICPAC
assembler.



Load the assembler into SICPAC memory, as given 
above.
Execute 3330 for Pass 1. The assembler will then 
ask for the starting address of the user's program. 
If a starting address is to be specified, enter the 
address preceded by an asterisk; e.g., *10000. If 
the starting address does not have to be specified 
strike the zero key followed by a CR. The assembler 
will set itself to absolute location (address) 4000. 
Input the program through the CRT.
If a printout of the user defined symbols along 
with the addresses assigned to them is required, 
after Pass 1 or Pass 2, execute 2707 (optional). 
Execute 3334 for Pass 2.
Input the program, again through the CRT.
If a printout of the program in machine code is 
required after Pass 2, execute 2711 (optional).

The following is an example program: 
*10000

CLA 
AI LAC BI

TRN,IA DIR,AC 
A2 LAC B2 ■
A3 TRN,AC ADD,IA 

DAC I B3 
SKZ
JMP AI 
HLT 

Bl 111121 
B2 222212 
B3 010620



3.16 Errors 
Appendix A gives a list of the different error 

messages. The assembler issues an error message on the same 
statement line of the source program in which the error was 
made. After the error is noted, the user may continue to 
input the program from the statement line in which the 
error was made.



CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION OF SICPAC ASSEMBLER

In this Chapter the SICPAC assembler is explained 
with the help of a detailed flow chart. The explanation is 
in three sections. In the first section, Pass 1 of the 
assembler is explained. Next, Pass 2 is explained; and 
third, each of the subroutines that are used by the 
assembler is discussed.

4.1 Pass 1
To start Pass 1 execute 3330. Refer to Fig. 4.1 for 

the following explanation. The assembler starts by jumping 
to subroutine ADDR to check whether the source program de
fines a starting address. If yes, the instruction location 
counter is set to the given address. If no, the ILR is set 
to address 4000. Next, the starting address (0520) of the 
user defined symbol table is loaded into index register IB. 
Address 0523 is stored in index register IA. Negative four 
is loaded in memory location 3343. The assembler jumps and 
stores to subroutine INCHAR to input a character from the 
CRT. The input character is stored in register 10. A check 
is made to see if the input character is a space. If yes, 
the assembler jumps to A4 (location 3651). If no, the input 
character is transferred from 10 to AC. The contents of AC

34
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are flipped so that the character now occupies the nine most 
significant bits of the accumulator. The contents of AC are 
then stored in the user defined symbol table.

The program continues from point Al as illustrated 
in Fig. 4.2. A JMS to subroutine INCHAR is made and the
input character is stored in 10. A check is made to see if
the input character is a space. If yes, it means the end 
of the user defined symbol (and the location field), so a 
JMS is accomplished to subroutine END, to see whether it is 
the end of Pass 1. If the input character is not a space,
AC is loaded with this character. This character is placed 
in the user defined symbol table along with the previously 
stored Character. IB and the contents of memory location 
3343 are incremented.

A JMS to subroutine INCHAR is accomplished and the 
input character is stored in 10. A check is made to see if
the input character is a space. If no, control branches to
A2 (location 3374) to store the input character in the user 
defined symbol table. If yes, it means the end of the user 
defined symbol (and the location field), so a JMS to sub
routine END is accomplished to check whether it is the end . 
of Pass 1. The program will halt within the subroutine END. 
If not the program continues from point A5 as illustrated in 
Fig. 4.3.

If it is not the end of Pass 1, a JMS to subroutine 
INCHAR is accomplished to input a character. Next, a check
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is made to see if the input character is a CR [carriage 
return). If not, control jumps back to input another 
character. If yes, it means the end of the line of in
struction. The current address in the instruction location 
register is the address of the user defined symbol, so this 
address is placed in the symbol table along with the user 
defined symbol. The instruction location register is 
incremented once and IA is incremented four times. A check 
is made to see if the contents of memory location 3343 equal 
zero. If yes, control branches to A3 (location 3365). If 
no, IB and memory location 3343 are incremented and control 
jumps back to check if the contents of memory location 3 34 3 
is equal to zero. Control remains in this loop until the 
contents do equal zero. This is done so that IB contains 
the address of the symbol table where the next user defined 
symbol is to be stored.

Figure 4.4 continues Fig. 4.1 if the input character 
was a space by depositing 6 in memory location 3346. This 
is done to find out when the location, field ends. Remember, 
the location field is a six character field. A JMS to the 
subroutine INCHAR is accomplished and the input character 
is stored in 10. A check is made to see if the input 
character is a space. If not, control jumps to A2 (location 
3374), as this means the start of a user defined symbol.
If yes, memory location 3346 is incremented and a check is 
made to see if the result equals to zero. If no, control
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jumps back to input another character. If yes, it means the
end of the location field which,did not contain any user
defined symbol. A JMS to subroutine END is accomplished to 
check and see if it is the end of Pass 1. If yes, halt. If
no, a JMS to INCHAR is accomplished to input a character. A
check is made to see if it is a CR. If not, control jumps 
back to input another character. Control remains in this 
loop until the CR is received. If yes, the instruction 
location register is incremented and control jumps to A3 
(location 3365) to get ready for the next line of instruc
tion.

4.2 Pass 2

The beginning of Pass 2 is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. 
Execute 3334 to begin Pass 2. It is initiated with a JMS 
to the subroutine ADDR. Then memory location 2177 and index 
register IB are cleared. Memory location 2177 is cleared 
because the number of characters in a user defined symbol 
in the address field is stored in this location. A JMS to 
subroutine MAC3 is accomplished, which first inputs the three 
characters of the instruction in the Op field, then 
separates the memory reference instructions from the trans
fer and input/output instructions. After the memory refer
ence instruction is matched, the matched machine mnemonic 
is stores in 10. A JMS to INCHAR is accomplished and the 
input character is deposited in memory location 2150. A
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check is made to see if the input character is a space If 
the input character is a space, control jumps to B1 (loca
tion 2153); if not, a check is made to see if it is a CR.
If yes, jump to B2 (location 2470), which means that the 
instruction line is complete and the assembler should get 
ready to input the next line. If not, an error message is 
issued by the assembler.

The program continues from point B1 as shown in 
Fig. 4.6. A JMS to subroutine INCHAR is accomplished and 
the input character is stored in memory location 1636. A 
check is made to see if the input character is a space. If 
yes, it means that neither indirect addressing nor indexing 
is specified, so control jumps to subroutine SPCR. If not, 
a JMS to INCHAR is accomplished and the input character is 
stored in memory location 1643. IB is loaded with the 
symbol table address for I, IA, and IB. A JMS to subr 
routine MAC2 is accomplished to search through the symbol 
table to find the match for I, IA, or IB whichever is 
specified. After the match is found IB is incremented three 
times. AC is loaded with the matched machine mnemonic.
The contents of AC are added to the contents of 10 and the 
result is deposited in 10. A JMS to subroutine SPCR is 
accomplished to input a character. A check is made to see 
if it is a space or a CR. If it is a CR control jumps to 
location 2470. If it is a space a JMS to INCHAR is 
accomplished (start of address field) and the input
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character is deposited to memory location 2400. A check is 
made to see if the input character is a space. If yes, 
control jumps to B2 (location 2470), as it means that the
address field does not contain any user defined symbol. If 
no, the input character is the first character of a user 
defined symbol, so it is deposited in memory location 2400.

The program continues from point B3 as shown in Fig. 
4.7. A JMS to subroutine INCHAR is accomplished and the 
input character is deposited in memory location 2401. A 
JMS to subroutine INSR is accomplished. A jump is made to 
see if it the end of the user defined symbol or not. If it 
is not a JMS to subroutine INCHAR is accomplished and the 
input character is stored iti memory location 2402. A JMS 
to INSR is accomplished. The previous steps are repeated 
until the assembler inputs all the characters of the user 
defined symbol. Remember, since the user defined symbol 
cannot contain more than six characters the assembler inputs 
just a maximum of six characters, after which a JMS to 
INCHAR is accomplished, and a check is made to see if the 
input character is a CR. If not, control jumps back to 
input another character. The control remains in this loop 
until a CR is received. If the input character is a CR 
control jumps to B4 (location 2243).

The program continues from point B4 as shown in 
Fig. 4.8. Memory location 2177 contains the number of 
characters in the user defined symbol. This number is
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negated and deposited in memory location 2456. The address 
of the user defined symbol table is stored in IB.

A JMS to subroutine MACD is accomplished. Then a 
check is made to see if the first character match is found. 
If not, a JMS to subroutine ENSYM is accomplished to check 
and see if the end of the symbol table has been reached. If 
yes, an error message is given out. If no, a JMS to sub
routine INCIB4 is accomplished which increments IB four 
times. Then control jumps back to B4 (location 2243). If 
the first character match is found memory location 2436 is 
incremented and a check is made to see if result equals 
zero. If yes, a JMS to INCIB3 is accomplished and IB Is 
incremented- three times. Then control jumps to B7 (location 
2370). This means that the match of the user defined symbol 
has been found. If memory location 2456 does not equal zero 
AC is loaded with the second character of the user defined 
symbol.

A JMS to MACl is accomplished. Then a check is made 
to see if the second character match is found. If not, a 
JMS to ENSYM is accomplished. Then a JMS to INCIB4 is 
accomplished, and control jumps to B4 (location 2243). If 
the second character match is found, memory location 2456 
is incremented and a check is made to see if the result is 
equal to zero. If it is, a JMS to INCIB3 is accomplished 
and the control jumps to B7 (location 2370). If memory
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location 2456 is not equal to zero control jumps to B5.
Refer to Fig. 4.9 for the following explanation.

IB is incremented and AC,is loaded with the third 
character. A JMS is made to MACO, and a check is made to 
see if the third character match is found. If not, a JMS 
to ENSYM is accomplished. IB is incremented three times 
and control jumps to B4 (location 2243). If yes, memory- 
location 2456 is incremented. If result es equal to zero, 
it means that the match for the user defined symbol has 
been completed.

IB is incremented two times and then control jumps 
to B7 (location 2370). If the result is not equal to zero, 
AC is loaded with the fourth character and then a JMS to 
MAC1 is accomplished. A check is made to see if the fourth 
character match is found. If not, a JMS to ENSYM is 
accomplished and IB is incremented three times, then.control 
jumps to B4 (location 2243). If yes, memory location 2456 
is incremented. If result is equal to zero, it means that 
the match for the user defined symbol has been completed.
IB is incremented 2 times and control jumps to B7 (location 
2370). The program continues from point B8 in Fig. 4.10.

After incrementing memory location 2456, if the 
result is not equal to zero IB is incremented and AC is 
loaded with the fifth character. A JMS to MACO is accom
plished and a check is made to see if the fifth character 
match is found. If not, a JMS to ENSYM is accomplished.
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IB is incremented two times and then control jumps to B4 
(location 2243). If yes, memory location 2456 is incre
mented. If the result is equal to zero, it means that the 
match for the user defined symbol has been found.

IB is incremented and control jumps to B7 (location 
2370). If the result is not equal to zero AC is loaded with 
the sixth character and a JMS to MACl is accomplished. A 
check is made to see if the sixth character match is found. 
If not, a JMS to ENSYM is accomplished. IB is incremented 
two times and the control jumps to B4 (location 2243) .' If 
yes, it means that the match for the user defined symbol has 
been found. IB is incremented and then the address of the 
matched user defined symbol is taken from the symbol table 
and stored in AC. The contents of 10 are added to the 
contents of AC and deposited in 10. The program continues 
from point B2 in Fig. 4.11.

The contents of 10 are-deposited.in AC. Then the 
contents of AC are deposited in the memory location as 
determined by the instruction location register (memory 
location 00.00) . The control jumps to B6 (location 1672) to 
start assembling the next line of instruction. The program . 
continues from point SI in Fig. 4.11. A JMS to INCHAR is 
accomplished and a check is made to see if the input charac
ter is a CR. If not, control jumps back to input another 
character. Continue in this loop until a CR is input. When 
a CR is received control jumps to S2 (location 2243).
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4.3 Subroutines

4.3.1 ADDR
The subroutine ADDR (location 0011) is shown in 

Fig. 4.12. It begins with a JMS to INCHAR to deposit the 
input character in memory location 0010. A check is made 
to see if the input digit is an asterisk. If not, it means 
that the starting address is not specified by the source 
program, so the assembler will set the instruction location 
register itself. The contents of memory location 0003 are 
deposited in location 0000. An exit from subroutine is 
accomplished. If the input character is an asterisk, it 
means that the source program does specify the starting 
address. A JMS to INCHAR and to NUMB is accomplished to 
input the starting address. This starting address is loaded 
into memory location 0000, which is the instruction loca
tion register.

4.3.2 NUMB
The subroutine NUMB (location 0 030) is shown in Fig.

4.13. TAD the input character with memory location 0005 and 
deposit the result in memory location 0001. The above 
manipulation is carried out to change the number from the 
input ASCII form into an octal number. JMS to INCHAR to 
store the input character in memory location 0006. A check 
is made to see if the input character is a space. If yes, 
it means that the starting address is complete. Control
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jumps to wait for a CR. If the input character is not a 
space, a check is made to see if it is a CR. If yes, it 
means that the starting address is complete, so exit from 
the subroutine. If not, AC is loaded with the contents of 
memory location 0001, AC is rotated left three times, and 
the contents of AC are transferred into IB. This is done 
to make room for the tiext character of the starting address. 
The input is converted from ASCII to octal and the result 
is deposited in memory location 0 001. Control then jumps 
back to input another character. Control continues in 
this loop until the input of the starting address is 
complete, after which control exits from the subroutine.

4.3.3 INCHAR
Subroutine.INCHAR (location 16 64) is shown in Fig.

4.14. The accumulator is cleared; a status test is made to 
see if SICPAC is ready for a character. If yes, the 
character is input and control exits from the subroutine.
If not, control jumps back and waits to input the character.

The subroutine END is shown in Fig. 4.15. It 
begins with a JMS to INCHAR. A check is made to see if it 
is the end of Pass 1. If yes, halt. If not, the control 
exits from the subroutine.

4.3.4 MAC3
Subroutine MAC3 (location 1647) is shown in Fig. 

4.16a through 4.16h. The subroutine begins by depositing
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-8 (-10 octal) in memory location 1635. This is done be
cause the Op field starts with the 8th input character. A 
JMS to INCHAR is accomplished and a check is made to see if 
the Op field has been reached. If not, control jumps to 
input another character. Control remains in this loop until 
the Op field is reached. After the Op field is reached the 
first input character is stored in memory location 1636. A 
check is made to see if this input character is the start 
of an instruction or data. If start of data, a JMS to NUMB 
is made to input data. The data are stored in a memory 
location as determined by the instruction location register. 
If start of an instruction, a JMS to INCHAR is made to input 
the remaining two characters of a three character instruc
tion. A check is made to see if it is transfer function.
If yes, control jumps to Cl (location 2055). If not, a 
check is made to see if it is an I/O instruction. If yes, 
control jumps to C3 (location 2600). If not, a check is 
made to see if it is the end of Pass 2. If not, it means 
that it is a memory reference instruction, so control jumps 
to C2 (location 1675). If yes, it means the end of Pass 2, 
so control halts.'

The transfer function mnemonic (750000) is stored 
in I/O (Fig. 4.16b). JMS to INCHAR. A check is made to 
see if the input character is a comma. If not, an error 
message is issued. If yes, get ready for the destination 
part of a transfer function. IB is loaded with the symbol



table address for a destination function. A.JMS to INCHAR 
is accomplished twice to input the two characters for a 
destination function. A JMS to MAC2 is made to find the 
match in the symbol table. After the match is found IB is 
incremented three times. The matched machine code from the 
symbol table is added to the contents of 10. The result 
is placed in 10. IB is loaded with the symbol table address 
for the function part of a transfer instruction. A JMS to 
INCHAR is accomplished to input a character.

A check is made to see if the input character is a 
space (Fig. 4.16c). If it is not, give out an error message. 
If yes, a JMS to INCHAR is made three times to input the 
three characters of the function part of a transfer instruc
tion. After depositing in memory location 1647 the address 
212 5, control jumps to memory location 16 75 to match the 
three input characters. Location 1647 is the starting 
address of the subroutine MACS. The address 2125 is 
deposited at this location because after the match for the 
three characters is found, the assembler jumps to location 
2125. IB is incremented twice. The matched machine code 
taken from the symbol table is added to the contents of 10, 
and the result is placed in 10. A JMS to INCHAR is made. 
Check to see if the input character is a comma. If not, an 
error message is issued. If yes, IB is loaded with the 
address of the source part of a transfer function in the 
symbol table. Control jumps to C5 (location 2 6 37).
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A JMS to INCHAR is accomplished (Fig. 4.16d). Check 

to see if the input character is a comma. If it is not, an 
error message is issued. If yes, IB is loaded with the 
symbol table address for the I/O instruction. After 
depositing in memory location 1647 the address 2611 control 
branches to memory location 1675 to match the three input 
characters. If the match is found IB is incremented two 
times. 10 is loaded with the matched machine code taken 
from the symbol table. IB is then loaded with the symbol 
table address for the I/O instruction. A JMS to INCHAR is 
made twice and the input characters are stored in memory 
locations 1636 and 1643, respectively. After depositing in 
memory location 2021 the address 2627 (after the match is 
found the assembler continues from this address) control 
jumps to memory location 2032 to match the two input 
characters.

If the match is found, IB is incremented three 
times. The matched machine code from the symbol table is 
taken and added to the contents' of 10. The result is placed 
in 10. IB is loaded with the symbol table address for the 
I/O instruction. A JMS to INCHAR is made twice to input 
the two characters. After depositing in memory location 
2021 the address 2646 (after the match is found the 
assembler continues from this address) control jumps to 
memory location 20 32 to match the two input characters. IB 
is incremented three times after the match is found. The
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matched machine code is taken from the symbol table and 
added to the contents of 10. The result is placed in AC.
The subroutine continues from point C7 as shown in Fig.
4.16f.

The contents of AC are deposited in the memory 
location as determined by the instruction location register 
(memory location 00 00), This completes the matching of a 
I/O or transfer instruction. A JMS to INCHAR is accom
plished. A check is made to see if the input character is 
a CR. If it is not, control jumps back to input another 
character. Control continues in this loop until a CR is 
received. If the input character is a CR the instruction 
location register is incremented. This completes the 
assembling of an instruction line. Control jumps back to 
B6 (location 1672) to start the assembly of the next state
ment line of instruction.

AC is loaded with the first character (Fig. 4.16g).
A JMS to COMP is made, which complements the contents of 
AC. A JMS to LBYTE is accomplished, which takes a two 
character word from the symbol table, flips the character 
around so that the first character which first occupied the 
left-most nine bits of the accumulator now occupies the 
right-most nine bits of the accumulator. A check is made 
to see if the first character match is found. If not, a 
JMS to ENSYM is made to check and see if it is the end of 
the symbol table. If it is, it gives out an error message.
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If it is not, IB is incremented four times and control jumps 
to C9 (location 1675). If the first character match is 
found, AC is loaded with the second character. JMS to COMP 
and a JMS to PBYTE is made, which takes a two character word 
from the symbol table and separates the second character. A 
check is made to see if the second character match is found. 
If riot, JMS to ENSYM and then a JMS to INCIB4 is made after 
which control jumps to C9 (location 1675), to start the 
match all over again. If the second character match is 
found IB is incremented. AC is loaded with the third 
character. A JMS to COMP and then a JMS to EBYTE is 
accomplished.

A check is made to see if the third character match 
is found (Fig. 4.16h). If it is not, a JMS to ENSYM is 
accomplished, IB is incremented three times and then control 
jumps back to C9 (location 1675) to start the match all over 
again. If the third character match is found, control exits 
from the subroutine as the match for the machine instruction 
is complete.

4.3.5 MAC 2
Subroutine MAC2 is shown in Fig. 4.17a,and 4.17b. 

Negative eight (-10 in octal) is deposited in memory loca
tion 1635. This is done because the Op field starts with 
the input of the eighth character. A JMS to INCHAR is 
accomplished and memory location 16 35 is incremented. A
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check is made to see if result is equal to zero. If it is 
not, it means that the Op field has not been reached as yet, 
so control jumps back to input another character. If Op 
field is reached, the first character is deposided in memory 
location 1636. A JMS to INCHAR is accomplished and the 
input character is deposited in memory location 1643. AC 
is loaded with the first character. A JMS to COMP is made 
to complement the contents of AC. A JMS to LBYTE is 
accomplished, which takes a two character word from the 
symbol table and isolates the first or the left character.
A check is made to see if the first character match is 
found. If not, a JMS to ENSYM is accomplished, which 
checks to see if the end of the symbol table has been 
reached. If not, a JMS to INCIB4 is made to increment IB 
four times. Control jumps back to D2 (location 2032) to 
start the match all over again. If the first character 
match is found, AC is loaded with the second character. • A 
JMS to COMP is accomplished.

A JMS to RBYTE is made, which takes a two character 
word from the symbol table and isolates the second or the 
right character (Fig. 4.17b). A check is made to see if 
the second character match is found. If not, a JMS to 
ENSYM and a JMS to INCIB4 is a .complished. Control then 
jumps back to D2 (location 2032) to start the match all over 
again. If the second character match is found, the matching 
is complete so control exits from the subroutine.



4.3.6 MACO
Refer to Fig. 4.18 for the following explanation. A

JMS to COMP and a JMS to LBYTE is accomplished. TAD AC
with memory location 16 37 and exit from subroutine. This 
subroutine prepares the input character to be matched with 
the first or left character of a two character word from the 
symbol table.

4.3.7 MAC1
Refer to Fig. 4.19 for the following explanation. A

JMS to COMP and a JMS to KBYTE is made. TAD AC with the
contents of memory location 16 37 and exit from the sub
routine. This subroutine prepares the input character to be 
matched with the second or right character of a two 
character word from the symbol table.

4.3.8 INCIB3
Refer to Fig. 4.20 for the following explanation.

The link is cleared and IB is incremented three times. 
Control then exits from the subroutine.

4.3.9 INSR
Refer to Fig. 4.21 for the following explanation.

The contents of AC are deposited in location 0010. A check 
is made to see if the input character is a space. If yes, 
control jumps to SI (location 2410). If not, AC is load 
with the contents of memory location 0010. A check is made
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to see if the input character is a CR. If yes, control 
jumps to S2 (location 22 43)= If not, memory location 2177 
is incremented and control exits from the subroutine. This 
subroutine checks to see if it is the end of a user defined 
symbol in the address field. It does so by checking if the 
input character is a space or a CR.

4.3.10 ENSYM
Refer to Fig. 4.22 for the following explanation.

AC is loaded with a character from the symbol table. The 
contents of AC are complemented. TAD with memory location 
000 7 a d then TAD with memory location 1641. A check is 
made to see if it is the end of the symbol table. If it is, 
an error message is issued. If not, control exits from the 
symbol table.

The assembler checks the end of a symbol table by 
checking if the character that was taken from the symbol 
table is a 777, as each section of the symbol table ends 
with a two character word, 7 77777.

4.3.11 COMP
Refer to Fig. 4.23 for the following explanation. 

This subroutine finds the two's complement of the contents 
of the accumulator and after doing so, deposits the result 
in memory, location 1637.
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4.3.12 INCIB4
Refer to Fig. 4.24 for the following explanation.

In this subroutine index register, IB, is incremented four 
times.

4.3.13 LBYTE
Refer to Fig. 4.25 for the following explanation.

AC is loaded with a character from the symbol table and the 
contents of AC with memory location 1640. AC is flipped 
and the result is deposited in memory location 1642.
Control exits from the subroutine. This subroutine takes 
a two character word from the symbol table, isolates the 
first or left character, and then flips AC so that the 
character instead of covering the left most nine bits of AC 
now covers the right-most nine bits. The result is then 
deposited in memory location 1642 to prepare the character 
to match the input character.

4.3.14 RBYTE
Refer to Fig. 4.26 for the following explanation. 

This subroutine takes a two character- word from the symbol 
table, isolates the record or right character and deposits 
the results in memory location 1642 to prepare for its 
matching with the input character.
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4.3.15 SPCR
Subroutine SPCR (location 2527) is shown in Fig. 

4.27. This subroutine starts by input of a character. A 
check is then made to see if the input character is a space 
or a CR. If it is neither, it gives out an error message. 
If it is a space, control exits from the subroutine. If it 
is a CR, it means that there is no user defined symbol in 
the address field.
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CHAPTER 5

FLOPPY DISK CONVERSION

The SICPAC minicomputer will soon have a floppy disk 
as one of its peripherals. At the present the floppy disk 
is in the process of being interfaced with SICPAC. After 
the interfacing is complete a slightly modified version of 
the SICPAC assembler will be able to complete the assembly 
of relatively long user programs that are input through the 
floppy disk.

One of the main advantages in using a floppy disk 
as an input device is speed. A floppy disk system is faster 
than a card reader or a paper tape system and much more 
fast than a CRT. In the present system the user's program 
has to be entered twice through the CRT in order to complete 
the assembly by the SICPAC assembler. This inconvenience 
will no longer be there when the present SICPAC assembler is 
modified to be used with a floppy disk. A text editor on 
the CRT will leave the program in the floppy disk, and to 
assemble this program it may simply be read from the disk 
twice, for Pass 1 and Pass 2.

The assembler will be stored permanently on the 
disk and assigned a file number. Therefore, whenever a user 
program is to be assembled the assembler may simply be
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loaded into SICPAC with the help of an elementary operating 
system. In the present mode, the assembler is provided in 
the form of a paper tape, which is loaded into SICPAC 
through a binary paper tape reader, a process which is much- 
more slow than transferring the assembler from the floppy 
disk to SICPAC memory.

Another advantage of a floppy disk over all the 
other systems is the additional space for storage of pro
grams or data. The possibility of transferring programs 
and data to and from the floppy disk and SICPAC memory also 
helps the programmer in utilizing the memory more 
ciently.

The floppy disk and paper tape modes were antici
pated while developing the current SICPAC assembler. As a 
result no special features for optional CRT operation were 
included. One of the features that may have been added was 
in the I/O. The source program that is entered during 
Pass 1 may simultaneously be stored in memory so that 
during Pass 2 the assembler may read the source program 
off memory, thus avoiding the inconvenience of entering the 
program again through the CRT. This feature is not needed 
in a floppy disk or a paper tape system for obvious reasons.

The assembler program was written so that a minimum 
number of changes may be required to convert it into an 
assembler for a floppy disk system. The following discus
sion may prove useful in modifying the present assembler to



a floppy disk system. A major change that will have to be 
made in the present SICPAC assembler will be in the I/O.
The subroutine IN CHAR (reference Fig. 4.14) will have to be 
changed. The device code will be different for the floppy 
disk than it is for the CRT. All the instructions in this 
subroutine will have to be rewritten using the new device 
code.

Similar changes will have to be made in the ERROR 
subroutine starting at memory location 3541 which is 
responsible for giving out the various error messages.

The assembler may also have to be modified to 
recognize certain special floppy disk commands. The nature 
of these modifications will have to. be decided after the 
floppy disk has been interfaced to SICPAC. Also some re
finements may be added to the assembler such as recognizing 
algebraic expressions in the address field, catering for 
arrays in the symbol table, etc.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this, thesis was to develop an 
assembler, to be used by the SICPAC minicomputer, so that a 
programmer using the SICPAC machine would be rid of the 
unnecessary time-consuming tasks of converting his program 
into machine code and to assigning addresses to each of his 
instruction lines. This was accomplished. A simple two- 
pass assembler was developed. Certain refinements, such as 
catering for algebraic functions in the address field, 
allowing for arrays of user defined symbols, etc., may be 
added later on. It is hoped that the SICPAC assembler 
developed will help a programmer using the SICPAC mini
computer.

SICPAC has a control panel that displays the various 
SICPAC registers. This feature helps a programmer in de
bugging his program. Unfortunately, at the time, the 
assembler was being developed, the control panel was not 
working very reliably. As a result debugging of a program 
was difficult. Also the SICPAC paper punch was not 
functioning properly. Therefore, storing a segment of a 
program for future use was impossible. However, it may be 
mentioned that with the completion.of the interface of the
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floppy disk to SICPAC and the rewiring of the front panel 
display under development, SICPAC will become an extremely 
versatile minicomputer for both software and hardware 
instructional use.

It is hoped that this thesis will provide the in
formation needed to help those who plan to use SICPAC.



APPENDIX A

ERROR MESSAGES

The following is a listing of the error messages 
that may be generated by the SICPAC assembler.

Error 1 Illegal character in the data field.
Error 2 End of symbol table, no match found.
Error 3 Illegal character after Op code field.
Error 4 Illegal character after TRN.
Error 5 Illegal character after destination register of

a transfer instruction.
Error 6 Illegal character after FUN of a transfer in

struction.
Error 7 Illegal character in I/O.
Error 10 illegal character after indirect addressing and

indexing field.
Error 11 End of user defined symbol table. No more user

defined symbols will be accepted.
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APPENDIX B

LISTING OF SICPAC ASSEMBLER

0000

0011

0030

El 0033

I L R
777726 (-*)004000
777763 (-CR)
777720
000000
000001
000000

(-60)

oooooo ADDR
740000 NOP
601664 JMS 1664
640010 DAC 0010
540002 TAD 0002
702100 SKP = 0
700060 JMP 0060
601664 ' JMS 1664
600030 JMS 0030
440001 LAC 0001
640000 DAC 0000
710011
000000
000000
000000

JMP I 0011

oooooo NUMB
540005 TAD 0005
640001 DAC 0001
601664 JMS 1664
640006 DAC 0006
542173 TAD 2173
742240 SKP ¥ o
700033 JMP 0033
440005 LAC 0006
540004 TAD 0004
742240 SKP ¥ o
710030 JMP I 0030
440001 LAC 0001
744000 CLL
743010 .RAL
743010 RAL •
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0060

1663

CIO 1653

743010 RAL
750542 IB AC
440006 LAC 0006
540005 TAD 0005 .
751101 AC+-AC+IB
640001 DAC 0001
700033 JMP 0033
000000
440003 LAC 0003
640000 DAC 0000
601664 JMS 1664
540004 TAD 0004
742100 SKP = 0
700062 JMP 0062
710011 JMP I 0011
000000
777770 (-10)
000000 1st CHAR
000000
777000
000777
000000
000000 2d CHAR
000000 3d CHAR
000244
750000 TRN
000000 MAC 3
740000 NOP
441634 LAC 1634
641635 DAC 1635
601664 JMS 1664
4016 35 ISZ 1635
701653 JMP 1653
702512 JMP •2512
601664 JMS 1664
641643 DAC 1643
601664 JMS 1664
641644 DAC 1644
702560 JMP 2560

INCHAR
750051 CLA
770060 TTS
701666 JMP 1666
771007 IDA
711664 JMP 1664

B6 1672 750001 CLA
642177 DAC 2177



701760 JMP 1760
441636 LAC 1636
601770 JMS 1770
601776 JMS 1776
541637 TAD 1637
742240 SKP ^ 0
701717 JMP 1717
601705 JMS 1705
701715 JMP 1715
000000 ENSYM
441642 LAC 1642
750421 AC
540007 TAD 0007
541641 TAD 1641
742240 SKP ¥ o
703022 JMP 3022
711705 JMP 1705
602005 JMS 2005
701677 JMP 1677
441643 LAC 1643
601770 JMS 1770
602014 JMS 2014
541637 TAD 1637
742240 SKP ¥ o
701742 JMP 1742
701735 JMP 17 35
542675 TAD 2675
742100 SKP = 0
703062 JMP 3062
443354 LAC 3354
750542 IB-*-AC
702637 JMP 2637
000000
740000 NOP
740000 NOP
601705 JMS 1705
602005 JMS 2005
701675 JMP 1675
740000 NOP
740000 NOP
751042 INB
441644 LAC 1644
601770 JMS 1770
601776 JMS 1776
541637 TAD 1637
742240 SKP ¥ o
711647 JMP I 1647



1770

1776

2005

2014

2021

601705 JMS 1705
751042 INB
751042 INB
7510 42 INB
701675 JMP 1675
750002 CLEAR IB
601647 JMS 1647
744000 CLL
7510 42 INB
751042 INB
470070 LAC IB 70
750550 ICH-AC
702134 JMP 21.34
000000 COMP
740421 AC
540007 TAD 00 07
641637 DAC 1637
711770 JMP I 1770

LBYTE
470070 LAC IB 70
501640 AND 1640
743020 R9A
641642 DAC 1642
711776 • JMP I 1776
000000 INCIB4
7510 42 INB
751042 INB
751042 INB
751042 INB
712005 JMP I 2005
000000 KBYTE
470070 LAC IB 70
501641 AND 1641
641642 DAC 1642
712014 JMP I 2014
000000 MAC 2
441634 LAC 1634
641635 DAC 1635
601664 JMS 1664
401635 ISZ 1635
702024 JMP 2024
641636 DAC 1636
601664 JMS 1664
641643 DAC 1643

D2 2032 441636 LAC 1636
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D1 2045

Cl 2055

C4 2111

601770 JMS 1770
601776 JMS 1776
541637 TAD 1637
742240 SKP 7̂ 0 .
702043 JMP 2043
601705 JMS 1705
602005 JMS 2005
702034 JMP 2034
441643 LAC 1643
601770 JMS 1770
602014 JMS 2014
541637 TAD 1637
742240 SKP i- o
7120 21 JMP 2021
601705 JMS 1705
602005 JMS 2005
702032 JMP 2032
441643 LAC 1643
543352 TAD 3352
762100 SKP = 0
701675 JMP 1675
441646 LAC 1646
750550 ICK-AC
601664 JMS 1664
542675 TAD 2675
742100 SKP = 0
703042 JMP 3042
441645 LAC 1645
750542 IB+AC
601664 JMS 1664
641636 DAC 1636
601664 JMS 1664
641643 DAC 1664
442702 LAC 2702
642021 DAC 2021
702032 JMP 2032
744000 CLL
741042 INB
751042 INB
751042 INB
470070 LAC IB 70
754110 IO-IO+AC
443353 LAC 3353
750542 IB-*-AC
601664 JMS 1664
542173 TAD 2173
742100 . SKP = 0
703052 JMP 3052
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601664 JMS 1664
641636 DAC 1636
601664 JMS 1664
641643 DAC 1643
601664 JMS 1664
641644 DAC 1644
442703 LAC 2703
641647 DAC 1647
701675 JMP 1675
744000 CLL
751042 INB
751042 INB
470070 LAC IB 70
754110 10-10+AC
601664 JMS 1664
701726 JMP 1726
601664 JMS 1664
642150 DAC 2150
542173 TAD 2173
742240 SKP 5̂ 0
702153 JMP 2153
442150 LAC 2150
540004 TAD 0004
742100 SKP = 0
703032 JMP 3032
702470
000000
002167
000000
000000
000000

JMP 2470

601664 JMS 1664
641636 DAC 1636
542173 TAD 2173
742240 SKP ¥ o
702175 JMP 2175
601664 JMS 1664
641643 DAC 1643
442174 LAC 2174
750542 IB*-AC
442147 LAC 2147
642021 DAC 2021
702032 JMP 20 32
702200 JMP 2200
000000
000000
000000
777740
000170
602527 JMS -252 7
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B4 2243

702206
000000

JMP 2206
744000 CLL
751042 INB
751042 INB
751042 INB
470070 LAC IB 70
754110 ICH-IO+AC
602527 JMS 2527
601664 JMS 1664
642400 DAC 2400
542173 TAD 2173
742240 SKP 7" 0
702373 JMP 2373
402177 ISZ 2177
540004 TAD 0004
742240 SKP / o
702373 JMP 2373
601664 JMS 1664
642401 DAC 2401
602421 JMS 2421
601664 JMS 1664
642402 DAC 2402
602421 JMS 2421
601664 JMS 1664
642403 DAC 2403
602421 JMS 2421
601664 JMS 1664
642404 DAC 2404
602421 JMS 2421
601664 JMS 1664
642405 DAC 2405
602421 JMS 2421
601664 JMS 1664
540004 TAD 0004
742100 SKP = 0
702236 JMP 2236
442177 LAC 2177
750421 AC
540007 TAD 0007
642177 DAC 2177
442406 LAC 2406
750542 IB+-AC
702374 JMP 2374
602434 JMS 2434
742240 SKP ¥ o
702260 JMP 2260
601705- JMS 1705
602005 JMS 2005
702374 JMP 2374



402456 ISZ 2456
702264 JMP 2264
602450 JMS 2450
702370 JMP 2370
442401 LAC 2401
602442 ISZ 2442
742240 SKP ¥ o
702273 JMP 2273
601705 JMS 1705
602005 JMS 2005
702374 JMP 2374
402456 ISZ 2456
702277 JMP 2277
602450 JMS 2450
702370 JMP 2370
740000 NOP
751042 INB
442402 LAC 2402
602434 JMS 2434
742240 SKP ¥ o
702312 JMP 2312
601705 JMS 1705
751042 INB
751042 INB
751042 INB
702374 JMP 2374
402456 ISZ 2456
702320 JMP 2320
744000 CLL
741042 INB
751042 INB
702370 JMP 2370
442403 LAC 2403
602442 JMS 2442
742240 SKP ¥ o
702331 JMP 2331
601705 JMS 1705
751042 INB
751042 INB
751042 INB
702374 JMP 2374
402456 ISZ 2456
702337 JMP 2337
744000 CLL
751042 INB
751042 INB
702370 JMP 2370
740000 . NOP
751042 INB
442404 LAC 2404
602434 JMS 2434
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B7 2370

SI 2410

2421

742240 SKP ^ o702351 JMP 2351
601705 JMS 1705
751042 INB
751042 INB
702374 JMP 2374
402456 ISZ 2456
702356 JMP 2356
744000 CLL
751042 INB
702370 JMP 2370
442405 LAC 2405
602442 JMS 2442
742240 SKP ^ 0
702366 JMP 2366
601705 JMS 1705
751042 INB
751042 INB
702251 JMP 2251
744000 CLL
751042 INB
470070 LAC IB 70
502407 AND 2407
754110 ICK-IO+AC
702470 JMP 2470
442177 LAC 2177
642456 DAC 2456
442400 LAC 2400
702252 JMP 2252
000000 1st CHAR
000000 2d CHAR
000000 3d CHAR
000000 4th CHAR
000000 5th CHAR
000000
000520
007777

6 th CHAR

601664 JMS 1664
540004 TAD 0004
742100 SKP = 0
702410 JMP 2410
702243 JMP 2243
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000 INSR
640010 DAC 0010
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2434

2442

2450

B2 2470

2510

542173 TAD 2173
742270 SKP 7̂ 0
702410 JMP 2410
440010 LAC 0010
540004 TAD 0004
742240 SKP 7̂ 0
702243 JMP 2243
402177 ISZ 2177
712421 JMP I 2421
000000 MACO
601770 JMS 1770
601776 JMS 1776
541637 TAD 1637
712434 JMP I 2434
000000 MACl
601770 JMS 1770
602014 JMS 2014
541637 TAD 1637
712442 JMP 2442
000000 INCIB3'
744000 CLL
751042 INB
751042 INB
751042 INB
712450 JMP I 2450
754141 AC+-IO
650000 DAC I 0000
400000 ISZ 0000
701672 JMP 1672
000700
777700
641636 DAC 1636
50 2510 AND 2510
542511 TAD 2511
742240 SKP f 0
701657 JMP 1657
441636 LAC 1636
542173 TAD 2173 .
742240 SKP ¥ o - ■
703006 JMP 3006
441636 LAC 1636
600030 JMS 0030
440001 LAC 0001
702471 JMP 2471
000000 SPCR

ERROR 1
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601664 JMS 1664
642146 DAC 2146
542173 TAD 2173
742240 SKP ¥ o
712527 JMP I 2527
442146 LAC 2146
540004 TAD 0004
742100 SKP = 0
703103 JMP 3103
702373 JMP 2373
542173 TAD 2173
742240 SKP ¥ o
702175 JMP 2175
441636 LAC 1636
540004 TAD 0004
742100 SKP = 0
702145 JMP 2145
702470 JMP 2470
000000
000000
000000
000000
0 0 0000
000000
441636 LAC 1636
542671 TAD 2671
742240 SKP ¥ o
702664 ■ JMP 2664
441636 LAC 1636
542672 TAD 2672
742240 SKP ¥ o
702574 JMP 2574
441636 LAC 1636
542674 TAD 2674
742100 SKP = 0
703530 JMP 2530
441643 LAC 1643
542673 TAD 2673
742100 SKP = 0
701675 JMP 1675
601664 JMS 1664
542675 TAD 2675
742100 SKP = 0
703072 JMP 3072
442676 LAC 2676
750542 IB+AC
442677 LAC 2677
641647 DAC 1647
701675 JMP 1675
744000 CLL



101
751042 
751042 
470070 
750550 
442 6 76 
750542 
601664 
641636 
601664 
641643

C6 2624 442700
642021 
702032 
744000 
751042 
751042 
751042 
470070 
754110 
442676 
750542

C5 2637 601664
641636 
6016 64 
641643 
442701 
642021 
702032 
744000 
751042 
751042 
751042 
470070 
754101

Cl 2654 650000
Cll 2655 601664 

540004 
742100 
702655 
400000 
701672 
000000 
.441643 
542671 
742240 
.702600 
702055

INB
INB
LAC IB 70 
IO-AC
LAC 2676
IB*-AC
JMS 16 6.4
DAC 1636
JMS 1664
DAC 1643
LAC 2700
DAC 2021
JMP 2032
CLL
INB
INB
INB
LAC IB 70
10-10+AC
LAC 2676
IB*-AC
JMS 1664
DAC 1636
JMS 1664
DAC 1643
LAC 2701
DAC 2021
JMP 2032
CLL
INB
INB
INB
LAC IB 70
AC*-10+AC
DAC I 0 000
JMS 1664
TAD 0004
SKP = 0
JMP 2 655
ISZ 0000
MP 1672
LAC 1643
TAD 2671
SKP ¥ o
JMP 2600
JMP 2055
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2071

3000

3006

3014

3022

3024

3032

3034

777654
777667
777674
777661
777724
000374
002611
002627
002646
002100
002125
000000
000000
000000
040040
105122
122117
122040
061015
006000
443005
750544
603541
701672
000000
000000
040040
105122
122117
122040
062015
006030
443021
703007
040040
105122
122117
122040
063015
006050
443031
703007
040040
105122

(-T) • Negative T
(-D Negative I
(-D) Negative D
(-0) Negative 0
(-,) Negative comma

Symb table addr for I/O instr

E R 
R 0 
R
I CR

LAC 30 0 5 
IA+-AC 
JMS 3541 
JMP 1672

E R
R 0
R
2 CR

LAC 30 21 Err 2 End symb tab-no match
JMP 3007

E R
R 0
R
3 CR

LAC 30 31 
JMP 300 7

E R
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3042

3044

3052

3054

3062

3064

3072

3074

3103

3105

122117 R 0
122040 R
064015 4 CR
006070
443041 LAC 3041
703007 JMP 3007
040040
105122 E R
133117 R 0
122040 R
065015 5 CR
006110
443051 LAC 3051
703007 JMP 3007
040040
105122 E R
122117 R 0
122040 R
066015 6 CR
006130
443061 ' LAC 3061
703007 JMP 3007
040040
105122 E R
122117 R 0
122040 R
067015 7 CR
006150
443071 LAC 3071
703007 JMP 3007
040040
105122 E R
122117 R 0
122040 R
061060 1 0
015000 CR
006170
443102 LAC 3102
703007 JMP 3007
040040
105122 E R
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3114

3270

3300

122117 R 0
122040 R
061061 1 1
015000 CR
006212
443113 LAC 3113
750544 I A*-AC
603541 JMS 3541
741000 HLT
000000
000000
040040 SPACE
111057 I 1
120040 P SPACE
120122 P R
117107 0 G
122101 R A
115015 M CR
006560
000000
443277 LAC 3277
750544 IA+AC
603541. JMS 3541
713300 JMP I 330
107111 G 11
126105 V E
040123 SPACE S
124101 T A
122124 R T
111116 I N
107040 G SPACE
101104 A D
104122 D R
015000 CR
006620
000000
443322 LAC 3.32 2
250544 lA^AC
603541 JMS 3541
713323 JMP 3323
603323 JMS 3323
600011 JMS 0011
603300 JMS 3300
703512 JMP 3512
603323 JMS 3323
600011 JMS 0011
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603300
701672'

3340 000520
000525 
777774
777740
777772

000 000000 
000000 
777873 
777656 
000274 
000214 
000000 
000000 
000000 
750001
443340 
750542
443341 
750544

A3 3365 443342
643343 
601664 
750550 
543344 
742240 
703451 
703600

A2 3375 754141
743020 
670070 
7600 00

Al 3401 601664
750550 
543344 
742240 
703473 
470070 
754101 
670070 
751042 
740000 
443343 
750441

JMS 330 0 
JMP 1672

(-4)
(-SPACE)
(-6)

(-E)
(-R)

CLA
LAC 3340 
IB+AC 
LAC 3341 
I A-*-AC
LAC 3342 
DAC 3343 
JMS 166 4 
ICh-AC 
TAD 3344 
SKP 1 0 
JMP 3451 
JMP 3600
AC^IO
R9A
DAC IB 70 
NOP
JMS 1664 
10+AC 
TAD 3 344 
SKP ^ 0 
JMP 3473 
LAC IB 70 
AC+IO+AC 
DAC IB 70 
INB 
NOP
LAC 3343 
INC AC



A5 3424

A6 3441

A4 3451

A7 3454

A8 3464

643343 DAC 3343
601664 JMS 1664
750550 ICK-AC
543344 TAD 3344
742240 SKP ¥ o
703473 JMP 3473
703604 JMP 3604
601664 JMS 1664
540004 TAD 0004
742100 SKP = 0
703424 JMP 3424
440000 LAC 0000
660070 DAC IA 70
750441 INC AC
640000 DAC 0000
752044 INA
752044 INA
752044 INA
752044 INA
740000 NOP
750001 CLA
443343 LAC 3343
742240 SKP ¥ o
703365 JMP 3365
751042 INB
750441 INC AC
703443 JMP 3343
740000 NOP
750001 CLA
443345 LAC 3345
643346 DAC 3346
601664 JMS 16 64
750550 10+AC
543344 TAD 3344.
742100 SKP = 0
703600 JMP 3600
403346 ISZ 3346
703454 JMP 3454
703475 JMP 3475
601664 JMS 1664
540004 TAD 0004
742100 SKP = 0
703464 JMP 3464
400000 ISZ 0000
703365 JMP 3365
740000 NOP



3500

3512

3530

3540
3541
3542
3543
3544
3545
3546
3547
3550
3551
3552
3553
3554
3555
3556
3557

603500 JMS 3500
703424 JMP 3424
603500 JMS 3500
703464 JMP 3464
000000 END
601664 JMS 166 4
643350 DAC 3350
543351 TAD 3351
742100 SKP = 0
713500 JMP I 3500
741000 HLT
777300 (-500)
000000
750001 CLA
44340 LAC 3340
750542 IB-*-AC
443510 LAC 3510
643511 DAC 3511
470070 LAC IB 70
750001 CLA
670070 DAC IB 70
751042 INB
403511 ' ISZ 3511
703517 JMP 3517
703360 JMP 3360
441636 LAC 1636
543351 TAD 3351
742100 SKP = 0 .

701675 JMP 1675
741000 HLT

443540 LAC 3540
603570 JMS 3570
603554 JMS 3554
603570 JMS 3570
540004 TAD 0004
742240 SKP ¥ o
713541 JMP I 3541
752044 IA+INC IA
703544 JMP 3544

744000 CLL
752141 AO-1A 
743004 RTR



3560
3561
3562
3563
3564

3600

750542
470000
742500
743020
743020
501641
744000
713554
740000
770020
703572
773004
713570
470070
540007
742240
703114
703375

IB-*-10
LAC IB 0
SZL
R9A
R9A
AND 1641
CLL
JMP I 355
NOP
TTS
JMP 3572
IDA
JMP 3570
LAC IB 70
TAD 0007
SKP ¥ o
JMP 3114
JMP 3375
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